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About This Content

The Republic is the third expansion for the critically praised strategy / RPG Crusader Kings II. In The Republic you play as a
Patrician in one of the great medieval Merchant Republics. Expand your trade empire as you compete with the other four

Patrician families for the coveted position of Doge and the leadership of the Republic.

Crusader Kings II explores one of the defining periods in world history in an experience crafted by Paradox Development
Studio, the masters of Grand Strategy. Medieval Europe is brought to life in this epic game of knights, schemes, and thrones.

Key Features

 Experience a new and different type of game by playing as one of the great Merchant Republics: Venice, Genoa, Pisa,
the Hanseatic League or Gotland

 As the head of a Patrician family, you must guide your Republican dynasty through fortune and misfortune in a world
dominated by kings and emperors

 Build Trade Posts and expand your Mercantile empire by controlling the sea lanes and the coasts of Europe... and
defend it against rival Patricians, Republics and greedy feudal lords

 Improve your Trade Posts and your prestigious Family Palace with dozens of unique new buildings
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 Compete in the Doge elections, compensating for lack of age and Prestige by investing money in your campaign fund.
May the richest man win!

 Survive feuds with other Patrician families and plot to seize Trade Posts from your rivals; new Plot and many special
events for characters in the Republics

 New Republican skin for the interface

 Unique Clothes and ship models for Republics
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Title: Expansion - Crusader Kings II: The Republic
Genre: Strategy
Developer:
Paradox Development Studio
Publisher:
Paradox Interactive
Release Date: 15 Jan, 2013

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS:XP/Vista/Windows 7

Processor:Intel® Pentium® IV 2.4 GHz or AMD 3500+

Memory:2 GB RAM

Graphics:NVIDIA® GeForce 8800 or ATI Radeon® X1900, 512mb graphics memory required.

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:2 GB HD space

Sound:Direct X-compatible sound card

Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection

Additional:3-button mouse and keyboard

English,French,German
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expansion - crusader kings ii the republic

the idea it was ok but the problem you can't buy or unlock new cards and the game there is no sountrack to feel more better
about online i search half hour there is no one i think i'm not sure about online

and the game all by luck in lot of rounds i spend my cards and there is no card can attack each round you will change your cards
even you didn't play your cards it will go down.. Pretty good experience. I must say, that this is rather, well, Dissapointing
Firstly, the whistle is absolute GARBAGE
The textures seriously need some reworking in-cab.
Outside looks nice enough, and it was nice of them to include two models of the engine as well as the tender.
I seriously dought that RSC\/DTC actually did anything to this model before re-releasing it!
The chuff sounds, as well as most other sounds on the loco, are copied DIRECTLY off of the default Kuju European Assets
steam locomotives...

All i can say is, at least I bought it on sale and only wasted 10 bucks on it!

I was going to buy the LNER Black Flying Scotsman instead, but chose this one... All i can say is BUY THE FLYING
SCOTSMAN!

Would I recommend this? No, I would not. Not unless RSC does some work to it, or it is DIRT CHEAP!. Okay, Touhou 15.5
review.

Pros :
+ A lot of  waifus  characters
+ Easy to learn and play (possessing mechanic is quite enjoyable but I prefer occult ball mechanic from ULiL)
+ It's an official Touhou game
+ Ost(s) are great (especially characters' themes)

Cons :
- Some  waifus  characters still useless or broken af (nerf Marisa and buff Miko please  my waifu so♥♥♥♥♥♥pls buff )
- A bunch of reused from ULiL (If you don't care about new musics,characters and  shipping material  , I recommend ULiL >
AoCF)
- Network play was unusable (matchmaking not direct connection)
- An official english translation seems awkward sometimes (But we have fan-translation ,right?)
- No arcade mode

6/10 for average player 8/10 for Touhou fan. Nice skin; if you really want to update your APS' look get this. Highly enjoyable
navigation puzzler. I liked the way that you have to be loud to figure out how to get past the levels but quiet to stay alive.

If I were to look at ways to improve it for a sequel, I think the game would have been improved by a wider variety of enemies
and sound environments. A limited supply of rocks you can throw might also have tempered my use of them and made the game
more challenging.. The sad thing is that I actually liked this game to some degree. It was fun to play a level here and there and
unwind a bit. That said, this game is SO buggy that even getting through a single level could be a challenge at times, as I kept
having to restart the game because it would freeze up on me. If you can put up with the bugs, there's something to enjoy here,
but there's probably better games out there.. The Tron version of Atari's Super Sprint with laser sword sounds.
Not bad.. if you enjoyed the old C&C games this might be for you.
the game is easy to get into and i really have a lot of fun playing it.
it may has a few flaws and the graphics are pretty old school but if you into this sort of game give it a shoot,
machines at war is well worth the little money it costs
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just some good fun addictive puzzler. Let me start with a tl:dr version:

This is a management type sim. Not a game where you get to control a wrestler in an actual match.

This isn't the company's current offering in the series, but the software sold from their website is evil - meaning it's tied to
ELicense. So even if you aren't a fan of Steam - be thankful you haven't messed with ELicense.

That aside - this version has well established mods and is plenty of fun if simulations and wrestling are interests of yours.

----
My original review on why I'd recommend it.

Total Extreme Wrestling (TEW) is a fun game if you always wanted to delve into the management side of wrestling.

Management side of wrestling? Yes, the side of the industry where we all know it's story based entertainment, with athletes
portraying the roles of actors, all with varying degrees of success. In this game you play the role of the person who runs the
company, building the stable of your wrestlers through contracts, defining which talent you'll be aligning to which story line, and
who they'll be facing in order to make it all entertaining for the people who come to watch the show.

This is where the challenge comes in, as the best long running plot can fail utterly if you use the wrong kind of talent in pulling it
off. For example, you may create a grudge war which pits two of your wrestlers against each other for the fans viewing pleasure.
The individual steps of that grudge war can include actions such as one wrestler taunting the other in a pre-match interview.
Well, if the wrestler you have give the interview isn't skilled in speaking well, then the fans might not find the taunting
interesting enough, and as a result, they'll be cold towards the next event as they begin to loose interest.

The end result you find is it's a management \/ business sim where you need to hire athletic actors to manipulate the masses by
entertaining them and playing with their emotions, which then nets you the money you need to keep the business going.

Also, while some folks enjoy the wrestling universe that comes with the game, I myself find it hard to relate to, so I usually find
one of the fine "Real-world" mods that the TEW community has created, so that way I can hire \/ fire \/ ruin the career of
wrestlers I actually am familiar with.

While this isn't the current version of the game (TEW 2013 is), the current version is only sold on the company website. I've
owned both, and found that I put more hours into TEW 2010.. First up: I was one of the beta-testers, and even though my input
was virtually non-existant, I still got the game for free.

This may be the single most impressive one-man developed game I've ever seen. It's just a blast to play, looks great, and even
supports my super ultrawide 3840x1080 monitor! It may be rough around the edges, but this game delivers more bang for the
buck than some AA space games I could mention.. I am Super Fans of DJMAX ... So I bought this game for my love <3 I really
love the game but it is really hard to fc on the first time v3v Gameplay:10 Animation:7.5 (Some effects are leggy) Music:9.5 ( I
want more)

There is an update ><" Do I need to download DLC !? Where can I download that !? Thank you <3. Bought this game for me
and a friend just because of the Steam trailer. 10\/10. Do not pay $20 for this game, the art style is pretty charming. The whole
claymation esthetic would of sold this game itself. . . If there wasn't already a single player version (Don't Open the Doors). Oh
and good luck connecting to another human being on this planet in this game, it's max player count it ever reached is 9 and that
was at release. I wished this game would of been more successful cause I actually like what they got here, if you like games like
Don't Starve Together then this game would of been right up your alley but as it stands you might as well as be playing Dont
Open the Doors (which may I add is half the price of this game at $10 right now).. Decided to have a go at it since it wasn't
expensive. Disappointed. I found the actual "Golf" aspect of it to be far too easy, eagling 2 of the first 3 holes and birding the
other. Where is my RPG in that? The RPG element was more of a Zelda style top down combat, but with horrible combat
controls, moves which were all but impossible to avoid, and no simple way to block (you have to time your golf swing with their
attack to block it, and there is no doding.

On top of all this the keys are mapped poorly, and there is no indication of which keys to use to even start the game. For future
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reference, use the arrow keys. Z = action or attack, X = magic or cancel, C = character screen, D = Map. I couldn't even start a
new game without randomly hitting keys.

Wont be playing this game again after dying to the frog.. Refunding it is the best part about this game.. Ok, so maybe I'm getting
a little cynical here but... Much like the movie A**tar, this is another attempt to indoctrinate young people, with a game that
taps into pseudo new age humanistic mumbo jumbo and regurgitates it as content. Evil men invade a quiet peaceful "Valley"
where they discover a source of mother natures benevolent power, and pillage it in the name of science, and creating weapons
for WWII, blah blah blah. I could go on ad nauseam, but you get the picture.
As for the mechanics of the game, the graphics are beautiful. Truly Skyrimesque detail, and depth...Well done!! The playability
is ok as well. You get spoon fed each new power\/ability for your suit just in time for when you'll need it. And swinging,
jumping, sprinting through this environment is enjoyable. The controls are dead simple, so the learning curve is nearly non-
existent. The game allows you to jump outside the main playable area however, and you can get stuck. No worries, simply
"travel" back to the beginning of the level. There really is't much challenge here though, and I found myself wishing for more
and better enemies. But then I remember the underlying thread\/theme of the game, and I'm disappointed. If\/when I could turn
my brain off and simply be in the moment, I did enjoy what there was. But ultimately I was left wanting more content, and less
preaching. Trying to be fair, I'd give it a 6 out of 10. Can I recommend it? (Deep sigh) If you are wanting something casual to
do for about 10-12 hours (depending on how much you explore), and you can suspend your thinker, then yes. If on the other
hand you are like me, acutely aware of the underlying themes of things these days, in big bold letters, NO. These are only my
impressions, and I'm sure there will be haters...And and always, your mileage may vary. Cheers!!
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